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●  Cambridge Dictionary: “(knowledge from) the 
careful study of the structure & behaviour of the 
physical world, especially by watching, measuring, 
and doing experiments, and the development of 
theories to describe the results of these activities” 
● Wikipedia: “(from Latin scientia, meaning 
knowledge) is a systematic enterprise that builds 
and organizes knowledge in the form of testable 
explanations and predictions about the universe.” 
● OED: “A systematically organized body of 
knowledge on a particular subject.” 
●  John Michael Ziman (1925-2005): “consensus, 
is the touchstone of reliable science”

Science 
   sʌɪəns  
(noun) 
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● Wikipedia: “the collective judgment, position, and 
opinion of the community of scientists in a particular 
field of study. Consensus implies general 
agreement, though not necessarily unanimity”

Science Consensus 
   sʌɪəns kənˈsɛnsəs  
(compound noun) 

✓

The solar science community at the STEREO-3/SOHO-22 Workshop: “Three Eyes on the Sun: Multi-
spacecraft studies of the corona and impacts on the heliosphere” Bournemouth, UK April/May 2009



How we arrive at a scientific 
consensus: peer review
•	Peer review is Britain’s single greatest 
contribution to science  -  bar none!
•	first introduced in 1665 by German 
immigrant, Henry (formerly Heinrich) 
Oldenburg, founding Editor of the world’s 
oldest scientific journal: Philosophical 
Transactions of the Royal Society 

•	formal peer-review procedures as we 
know them today, developed from his ideas 
by Sir Francis Bacon & applied to Medical 
Essays and Observations published by the 
Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1731.

•	It is how science expunges “fake news”



Peer review avoids the information “wild 
west” we now have on the internet

•	 As famously 
observed by xkcd	
(Randall Munroe)	
“Duty Calls”	
1st  December 2011



  Scientific Consensus at work: 
  Einstein’s relativity & GPS

•	Herbert Dingle (spectroscopist). From1939 
Nature letter to his death in 1978 tried to 
publish articles about why Einstein’s special 
relativity (SR) was wrong. His 1972 book talked 
of a conspiracy by the “physics establishment”. 
Still widely cited – but only on the internet 

•	Scientific objections started to fall away 
after Eddington’s 1919 eclipse observations, 
consistent with general relativity (GR). 

•	Sat-Nav: GPS (designed 1972, first launch 
1978) use corrections for both SR and GR on 
its satellite clocks. 1ns timing error → 30cm 
position error, Without SR and GR error grows 
at 2km and 13 km per day, respectively!  
Consensus matters.

•	Denounced as “Jüdische Physik” by e.g.1921 
Berlin Philharmonic Hall event & by newspapers

(supporters	of	“Ayrian	
Physics”	included	
Philipp	Lenard	&		
Johannes	Stark	-	both	
Nobel	laureates	who	
later	joined	the	NAZI	
party)
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Ways of dismissing what we don’t 
want to hear, #1:   “MRDA” 

Mandy Rice-Davies 
(Old Bailey,1963) 

An aphorism frequently applied to 
marginalise scientists and to allow 
scientific findings to be ignored 

Internet Slang:  
“MRDA” =  
“Mandy Rice Davis Applies”

“Well he would [say that], wouldn't he” 
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Two things that Mandy almost 
certainly never knew about scientists  

! 1. What every scientist wants is to 
become famous for being right

! 2. What every scientist dreads is to 
become notorious for being wrong

Avoiding 2 and having a chance of 1, demands that 
you are always brutally and absolutely honest with 
yourself: that is the very definition of a good scientist
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“The first principle is that you must 
not fool yourself and yourself is the 
easiest person to fool” 

“reality must take precedence over 
public relations, for Nature cannot 
be fooled” 
 

Richard P. Feynman 
(1918-1988) 
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Do we know that there is a scientific 
consensus on climate change?
• IPCC NOT a “closed club” 
• The IPCC report IS the global 
community of climate scientists’ 
consensus view of the science 
• Open & transparent peer 
review: all drafts published; 850 
lead authors (from nominations 
by governments & NGOs); >6000 

✓Yes

contributing authors;140,000 reviews from >2000 self-nominated 
expert reviewers LA, CA and ER from >80 nations; all unpaid.  
• The IPCC IS inclusive – for example this report cites 
Svensmark & cites Lockwood (papers about solar influence on 
regional winter climates that are not (yet!) the consensus view) 



Solar power input to climate
► Stefan-Boltzmann law 
                  P / A  =  σ T4

      ►   R◉= radius of Sun,  A = 4πR◉2 
            solar surface temperature, T = 5770K 
    ► Sun radiates total power P=4πR◉2σT4 

                                           R1 = Sun-Earth distance 
► power per unit area at Earth   ITS=4πR◉2σT4 /(4πR1

2) = 1364 Wm-2  
 “total solar irradiance”, TSI & measured to be 1366 Wm-2 ± 3 Wm-2 
► TSI varies because of sunspots and “faculae” but only by 0.1% 
TSI variation so small because outer part of sun (“convection zone”) 
is so massive: TSI drop would be negligible even 100 years after a 
complete turning off of the heat source for the convection zone!!!       

► Tyndall, 1864 : experiment; 
     Stefan, 1879 : empirical fit to his data; 
      Boltzmann,1884: thermodynamics; 
      Max Planck: 1901 showed why   
      σ = 5.670×10-8	W	m-1	K-4

► Tyndall, 1864  
     Stefan, 1879  
      Boltzmann,1884 
      Max Planck: 1901   
      σ = 5.670×10-8	W	m-1	K-4



Is the Greenhouse Effect real? ✓Yes

►  Earth heats up to give radiative equilibrium 
           PIN = ITS(1-A)/4 = POUT

►  If no greenhouse effect, by Stefan-Boltzmann law,  POUT = σTs
4

►  so mean surface temperature would be  Ts
 = {ITS(1-A)/(4 σ}1/4                      

►  gives Ts
 = −21°C        (Fourier, 1822)                    

►  coldest permanently inhabited place 
    on Earth is Oymyakon (Оймяко́н) in  
    east Siberia, where the annual mean  
    temperature is Ts

 = −16°C  
                      

► area Earth presents to Sun is πRE
2 

   power input per unit surface area of Earth  
              PIN = ITSπRE

2(1-A)/(4πRE
2) 

   RE = a mean Earth radius  
   A =  Earth’s albedo ≈ 1/3             



Does CO2 contribute to the 
Greenhouse effect 

Spectrum of outgoing longwave (infra red) 

OLR (IR) observations of 
Earth  from Mars Global  
Surveyor (in black)       →

The model is the 
appropriate mix of Earth 
“scene” types (in red)   →

↑  24 hours leaving Earth: 
looking back from Mars 
Global  Surveyor

(Note that low cloud emits more than high cloud because it 
is warmer)   

   
   

I LW
 (W

 m
-2

 s
r-1

 µ
m

-1
) →

wavelength, λ (µm) →

blackbody

low emission at λ’s absorbed by greenhouse gasses  

✓Yes
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Have atmospheric CO2 levels risen?

! Ice cores show 
the pre-industrial 
level was 270 ppm 

270

✓Yes



BIOMASS

TROPOSPHERE  
12C is 
taken up 
2% more 
than 13C 

by plants 
and trees*

13C and the carbon cycle 

OCEANS

OIL & COAL 
DEPOSITS

FOSSIL FUEL 
EXTRACTION & 

BURNING

[13CO2] / [12CO2] 
decreases with 
anthropogenic 
rise in [CO2]

reduced 
[13CO2 ] / 
[12CO2 ]

reduced  [13C ] / [12C ]

* (“isotopic fractionisation”)

Is the CO2 rise man-made?



The “2nd Suess Effect”: dilution of 13CO2 by burning of 
fossil fuels 
& biomass

►  green line 
shows δ13C, 
related to the 
fraction of 13C in 
CO2 which has 
declined 
exponentially as 
estimated fossil 
fuel use (FF) 
and atmospheric 
CO2 has risen 

Is the CO2 rise man-made? ✓Yes



Does more CO2 add to the 
Greenhouse effect? 

One of two mutually exclusive arguments used:  
• A. CO2 does not absorb infrared (longwave) radiation 
• B. CO2 is so good at absorbing infrared (longwave) radiation 
        that adding more does not cause any further absorption 
        (the absorption lines are argued to be “saturated”) 
   

Reflected SW                    Outgoing LW

GERB (Geostationary Earth Radiation Budget) satellite observations 9 UT 31 Dec. 2016

•  we have known A is 
wrong since John Tyndall’s 
measurements published  in 
1860 
• B. demonstrates a failure 
in understanding how the 
greenhouse effect actually 
works (as first described by 
Svante Arrhenius in 1896) 
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                          a CO2 molecule 

(a simple, linear, triatomic molecule)
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(TSUN)

(TTOA)

for TSUN 
(÷ 40)

for TSE
for TTOA

hTOA

(TSE)

Shortwave         Longwave (IR = heat)

 more CO2   more CO2  
→ increased hTOA   
 more CO2  
→ increased hTOA 
→ lower TTOA   

 more CO2  
→ increased hTOA 
→ lower TTOA 
→ lower IR escape 

 more CO2  
→ increased hTOA 
→ lower TTOA 
→ lower IR escape 
→ Warmer atmosphere 
    so CO2 GHG effect is  
    NOT  SATURATED 



Modtran 3 v1.3 upward OLR flux at h = 20 km, U.S. Standard Atmosphere

    300 ppm CO2,  F↑ = 260.12 Wm-2

600 ppm CO2,  F↑ = 256.72 Wm-2

“Radiative forcing”  
    ΔF↑ = 3.39 Wm-2

Wavenumber  (cm-1) = 1/λ  →
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m
) →

300 K
280 K 
260 K 
240 K 
220 K 

Does more CO2 add to the Greenhouse effect 

              Spectrum of outgoing longwave (infra red) 

TTOA ≈ 219K

TSE  = 285K

✓Yes



We need climate models

Model

This is always true 
- hard to evaluate without detailed knowledge of model and its application 
- when different models say the same thing, we need to take them seriously  
- and note that we can be irrationally selective about which models we chose to 
believe and disbelieve! (such selection is often needed – we must ensure we 
make rational and objective and inclusive selections and not cherrypick) 

Is the global temperature rise consistent 
with the CO2 rise?  



“Prediction is very hard — especially 
when it’s about the future” 

Niels Bohr  
Danish Physicist 
1885 – 1962



Map of Air Surface Temperature rise 
predicted in 1988

MODELLED AST MAP 
– for a GMAST rise of  
ΔTS = +2ºC

OBSERVED AST MAP 
– NASA/GISS data for 
1888-2008 (for which 
measured GMAST rise 
≈ 1.1°C) 

Hansen, J., et al. (1988) J. geophys. Res. 93, D8, 
9341-9364, doi: 10.1029/JD093iD08p09341



GMAST RISE modelled in 1988

models say Yes –  but cooling by man-made
aerosols may have masked  full GHG effect 

Is the global temperature rise consistent 
with the CO2 rise?  Hansen, J., et al. (1988) J. geophys. Res. 93, D8, 

9341-9364, doi: 10.1029/JD093iD08p09341
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Berkeley 
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C & W

scenario C: drastic GHG 
emission reduction such 
that concentrations 
stabilised by 2000
scenario B: more modest 
GHG emission reduction 
such that radiative forcing 
is stabilised at 1988 level. 
Underestimates aerosol 
pollution growth and the 
cooling it causes
scenario A: growth of GHG 
emissions over 1970-1988 
continued



• Temperature 
trends in 
troposphere and 
stratosphere in K 
decade-1 based on 
GNSS RO, ERA5, 
MERRA2, and 
ERA-I 
for 2002-2017. 
•  + marks the 
significant area at 
95 % level.  

Is solar irradiance the main cause? 
The stratosphere is cooling and not warming No



Is solar activity the cause? 
solar cycle #24 very similar to #14 

• HadCRUT4 global 
mean air surface 
temperature anomaly 
(Morice et al.,2012) 
• Open Solar Flux 
(Lockwood et al.,2012) 
• Galactic Cosmic 
Ray Counts (at Oulu 
station) 
(Usoskin et al., 2002) 
• Sunspot number 
(Clette et al., 2018) 

14  24 

Globally: No



But …..Regional Analysis 
(Lean and Rind, 2008) ?

interesting !  



GRACE 
Gravity And Climate Experiment

• Joint NASA/German Aerospace Centre (DLR), 2-craft mission 
• GRACE operated 2002-1017 
•  Altitude 495.5±12.5 km, global coverage every 30 days 
• GRACE-FO (Follow-On) launched 4th September 2018



GRACE
• Satellites use GPS 

to know where they 
are (dual frequency 
precision) 

• 220±50 km apart, 
separation 
measured to micron 
accuracy (<5×10−10 

% error)   
• Not so great for 

absolute mass 
measurements but 
ideal for detecting 
changes 



GRACE
• Satellites• e.g. Observation 

of seasonal water 
growth (red) and 
loss (blue) in the 
Amazon basin 
from its 
gravitational 
effect (expressed 
as mm changes 
in the geoid) 

 



GRACE 
Are the ice sheets melting?

• Depletion of mass (more significant than area) of polar ice 
sheets (2002-2017) 

•  The mass loss is also scaled in terms of global seal level rise  
•  In Antarctica the red line shows the biggest contribution to 
the total loss is the thinning of the Amundsen Sea Embayment 
(red area)  

✓Yes



Are sea levels rising?

• Pre-satellite 
data from tide 
gauges: 
greater 
uncertainties 

• Satellite data 
(black) is from 
6 different 
altimiters  

✓Yes



Is sea level rise ocean  
warming or meltwater?   

• GRACE can separate 
the steric (thermal 
expansion: red) and 
mass (meltwater: 
blue) rises  

• Determines Earth’s 
energy inbalance 

• Deep ocean heating 
would really matter 
because it increases 
the temperature rise 
“commitment” we are 
making  

 

Global mean sea level rise

Total rise from GRACE 

Matches rise from 
satellite altimeters

✓both



Reconstructing past 
temperatures, including

ICE SHEETSDENDOCHRONOLOGY SPELEOTHEMS

GLACIER EXTENTS

LOESS

BOREHOLES

SCLERO-
SPONGES INSECT 

NUMBERS

CORALS POLLEN

PLANT 
MACRO-
FOSSILS

DIATOMS

DINOFLAG-
ELLATES

HEAVY MINERALS

FORAMINIFERA

MOLLUSCS

OSTRACODAS

RECORDS

LAKE 
LEVELS 

SEDIMENTS



Was it a “Little Ice Age”  

 

0.4o

250 years

! Northern 
hemisphere 
temperature anomaly, 
ΔTNH reconstruction 
! Based on data 
from boreholes, 
corals, sclerosponges, 
ice cores, insect 
numbers, instrumental 
data, pollens, lake 
levels, loess (wind-
blown silt), glacier 
extents, plant 
macrofossils, diatoms, 
molluscs, foraminifera, 
dinoflagellates, 
ostracods, heavy 
minerals, grain-size, 
trace elements in 
speleothems, 
dendrochronology & 
historical records 
(recorded freeze/thaw 
dates, harvest yields & 
dates, etc.)

! Masson-Delmotte, V., and 16 other authors 
(2013) doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.828636. 

No



 • Sunspots

 • N. hemisphere temperature

 • Summer CET

 • Volcanic aerosols in ice sheets

 • Winter CET

CET: 
Central 
England 
Temperature 

Breugel the Elder 
1565 

January  
cold winter 

(in the Alps)

Breugel the Elder 
1565 

August  
hot summer 



● consensus arrived at through peer review is how science makes progress

In summary

● is there consensus that CO2 is the main driver of climate change? ☑yes
● is the greenhouse effect real? ☑yes  (good job too!)
● has the global mean surface air temperature risen? ☑yes 
● has CO2 in the atmosphere risen? ☑yes 
● does the extra CO2 come from fossil fuel burning? ☑yes 
● is the CO2 effect “saturated”? ☒no !!! 
● are the ice sheets melting? ☑yes  
● are sea levels rising ☑yes  
● is the stratosphere cooling?  ☑yes  
● is total solar irradiance variability a viable explanation? ☒no  
● is solar activity a major contributor globally? ☒ it doesn’t fit the 
data  ● …and for regional climate? □some evidence, e.g. European winters  
● are the oceans warming (and acidifying)? ☑yes  
● are the deep oceans warming? □ don’t know yet  
● does deep ocean warming matter? ☑ for sea level rise 

Thank  

  you for 

liste
ning!

● do we know what it all will mean for global circulation patterns? ☒not yet  



Mike Lockwood 
Spare Slides 
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Bornmann,L. and R.Mutz (2015) “Growth rates of modern 
science: A bibliometric analysis based on the number of  
publications and cited references”, J. Assoc. Inf.  Sci.  
Tech.  66 (11), 2215–2222. DOI: 10.1002/asi.23329

1905  

# of science facts worth citing 
in 2000 was 0.5 million times 
larger than the value in 
Einstein’s miracle year, 1905  

World-wide	web
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Clouds

Climate

Are Climate Feedbacks Positive?
Volcanoes Man-Made

Cryosphere

Ocean

Permafrost Sea Level
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El Niño

Albedo

Greenhouse

LW SW 
Albedo



Clouds

Climate

Climate Feedbacks: Loss of Sea and Land Ice
Volcanoes Man-Made

Cryosphere

Ocean

Permafrost Sea Level

Sun

Biosphere

El Niño

Albedo

f >0

Greenhouse

LW SW 
Albedo



Greenhouse

LW SW 
Albedo

Clouds

Climate

Climate Feedbacks: Melting Permafrost
Volcanoes Man-Made

Cryosphere
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El Niño

Albedo
f >0



Greenhouse
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Albedo
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Climate Feedbacks: Warming Oceans
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Greenhouse

LW SW 
Albedo

Clouds

Climate

Climate Feedbacks: Clouds
Volcanoes Man-Made

Cryosphere

Ocean

Permafrost Sea Level

Sun

Biosphere

El Niño

Albedo

f >0? 
or 

f <0?



Greenhouse

LW SW 
Albedo
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Climate

Climate Feedbacks: Biosphere Response
Volcanoes Man-Made

Cryosphere

Ocean

Permafrost Sea Level
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Biosphere

El Niño

Albedo
f >0? 

or 
f <0?



Greenhouse

LW SW 
Albedo

Clouds

Climate

Volcanoes Man-Made

Cryosphere

Ocean

Permafrost Sea Level

Sun

Biosphere

El Niño

Albedo

Net f >0 ? Effects vary with timescale 
 But models say yes
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Geological Effects



Greenhouse
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Albedo
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Anthropogenic Effects
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Solar Influence
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Short-Timescale Ocean Energy Exchange



Observed Global 
Surface Air 

Temperature 
Anomaly, ΔTOBS

ENS0  N3.4 index 
Anomaly, ΔE 

Mean Optical  
Depth (AOD) at 

550 nm, V

Cosmic Ray 
Counts at 
Climax, C

Anthropogenic 
forcing, A, 

(greenhouse 
gases, aerosols,& 
land use change)



•  fit to 
observed 
GMAST 
anomaly 
obtained 
using the 
Nelder-
Mead 
simplex 
(direct 
search) 
method 

(Lockwood, 2008) 

1955        1965        1975        1985       1995        2005

Global Mean Air Surface Temperature 

Observed, ΔTOBS 
Fitted, ΔTFIT

Interpret with 

CAUTION



● when a fit has too many 
degrees of freedom 
● can start to fit to the noise in the 
training subset, which is not 
robust throughout the data (fit has 
no predictive power)   
● recognised pitfall when quasi-
chaotic behaviours give large 
internal noise such as in climate 
science1 and population growth2  
● often not recognised in space 
physics where systems tend to be 
somewhat more deterministic with 
lower internal variability.DANGER ! 

BEWARE 
OVERFITTING

?

1 e.g. Knutti et al. (2006) J. Climate,  
         DOI: 10.1175/JCLI3865.1  
2 e.g. Knape and de Valpine (2011) Proc. Roy. Soc. 
         London B,  DOI: 10.1098/rspb.2010.1333  



•  Weighted 
contributions 
to best  fit 
variation, Tp 

(uses Climax 
GCR counts 
to quantify 
solar effect) 

(updated from Lockwood, 2008) 
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using GCRs (C),    r = 0.89

(Lockwood, 2008) 


